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In Signature for Success, New Updated Edition, Arlyn J. Imberman shares her handwriting-analysis

techniques to help you better understand yourself, your coworkers, and your friends and family, thus

improving your relationships.The way people form letters, the size of their script, the pressure they

put on the page, the speed of their writing, the space between their words, their fluidity, legibility,

stroke, and slant all are keys to their inner workings. Imberman shares intriguing tricks of the trade:

the six personality types of handwriting, how to read a handwriting sample, how to improve

compatibility in romantic, business, and family relationships, how to recognize the dark side of

people, and how to make better choices when hiring day-care workers, doctors, housekeepers, and

others.Signature for Success also includes handwriting samples and assessments of famous,

infamous, and everyday people. You'll be able to practice handwriting analysis and will learn how to

better understand your own handwriting style and the styles of those around you.
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Delightful introduction to the study of graphology. Had fun with the book's readable guide to

analyzing my own handwriting and that of my friends and family. Especially entertaining to see the

personal writings and juicy analyses of celebrity actors, politicians, rock stars and royalty. Derived

some useful advice on how to handle the boss, based upon his handwriting.

SIGNATURE FOR SUCCESS conveys a whole new level of passion and excitement for handwriting

analysis by showing samples from famous people in the most interesting ways. For example,



samples of celebrity handwriting are included in sections where readers are asked to choose which

person they'd select for job applicants, friends, and lovers... and are then let in on the secret about

which famous people those handwriting samples really belong to. Arlyn also shares some real-life

samples of handwriting she's received, along with her answers to readers' questions based on her

analysis of each handwriting sample.A wide variety of personality traits are described and displayed

that show up in handwriting, including qualities like: introvert/extrovert, honesty/dishonesty,

patience/impatience, easy-going/angry. Once you've learned the basics about how to spot warning

signs in handwriting, it's amazingly simple to find out a great deal of information.SIGNATURE FOR

SUCCESS is an inspirational gem that is fun to read on many levels: pure entertainment,

thought-provoking insights, and self-improvement. I give this book my highest recommendation!

The writer is fluent in writing. It's very easy to read. However, I would like to see some indicators

(like a little arrow) as to where the characteristics are that she is mentioning instead of just an

signature or a few words from a paragraph. This makes it difficult to follow at some point. Also, one

part of the analysis is about how the writer's writing in relation to the space in a page. At times, the

author would start to talk about how the writing takes up space or not when there is no boundaries

for us to see on the page besides a paragraph by itself, no left edge or right edge or what so ever.

These are not major flaws, but it takes the fun out of it for me personally because I'll have to guess

what she really means. I would suggest "Handwriting Analysis : Putting It to Work for You" or

"Handwriting Analysis: the complete basic book." Both books have plenty of examples and the latter

has also some little comic figures. Also, "Grapho-Therapeutics: the pen and pencil therapy" is

another good basic that I would pick instead of signature for success.

SIGNATURE FOR SUCCESS is a joy to read. The writing style is very approachable. The content is

layed out in a well though out manner which gives a the reader an excellent top level picture to what

goes into handwriting analysis. I came away with a thorough understanding of what handwriting

analysis can and cannot reveal about a person's character.Like many of the other readers, I enjoy

the part of the book that analyzes famous personalities' handwriting. Since many of us are familiar

with the personalities it is fun to see them subject to such analysis and that the traits present in their

handwriting seem to manifest themselves in well known personality traits of these individuals.I

recommend this book highlh!
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